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About AAA
Pest Control
WHO WE ARE

We provide Pest Control Management solutions for both Domestic
and Commercial environments.
 
From private residents and local authority housing associations to
commercial sites and properties, we can provide short and long
term solutions that are both scalable and suitable to your
individual requirements.
 
All of our Pest Control & Management options are discrete, lawful
and humane.



What We Offer
COMMERCIAL
Never noticed us? GREAT!
That means we are doing our job.
 
From Farming & Agriculture to Factories and Cafe's, our commercial solutions are very
popular as more and more companies require pest control contracts to be in place to
meet various industry standards.

DOMESTIC
We understand it can be quite an upsetting experience to encounter pests in your home.
 
Our technicians have the experience and expertise to deal with pest problems quickly
and efficiently so you can go back to enjoying your home.

WHAT PESTS?
Pests can range from rodents, crawling/flying insects to pigeons or squirrels.
 
Our solutions are not only thorough but are designed to help you feel at ease in your
own home and safe in the knowledge everything is dealt with now and for the future.



SOLAR PANEL
EDGING AND
PROOFING

Pigeons were roosting under Solar
panels to gain a good view of feeding
areas and to keep away from threats.
 
With the increase of Solar Panels being
fitted to property roof tops, more and
more pigeons are taking the opportunity
to nest underneath creating noise issues
and guano on and under the panels
resulting in efficiency issues with the
panel also.
 
 
All nesting material, guano is removed
and Solar Panels cleaned.
Our adjustable spike system is applied
along the profile of the panel using high
tack adhesive, meaning no drilling or risk
of damage to the property roof tops or
the solar panels.
 
The result is a clean finish and a low
visual impact from ground level.  
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AAA BIRD
CONTROL SOLUTIONS
Bird spikes for solar panels
The increase in popularity of solar panels, AAA have
experienced a rise in inquiries for solar panel bird proofing. 
As pigeon mess covers the solar panel, it will reduce the
output efficiency. If left the highly acidic pigeon droppings
could cause further damage to the solar panel. 
 
Bird Netting Control 
Controlling bird access to property and premises
can be done utilising netting especially when isolating a
large area. Netting will prevent unwanted pigeon and bird
nesting, roosting and the inevitable build-up of guano. 
 
Effective bird control with bird spikes 
Pigeon spikes offers proofing to a specific ledge or areas
such as window sills, cornices or pipes. A cost-effective
solution the spikes do not harm the birds. The spikes simply
are deterrent to the bird to stop landing and roosting. A
popular deterrent in town and city centres and also on the
coast.
 
Effective bird control with bird gel
Bird Gel keeps all birds off all structures without harm.
Birds will completely desert a habitat, even one they have
been using for years, once Bird Free has been applied.
Bird Gel is ideal for complex structures that would be
difficult to treat using traditional methods.
 
Pigeon waste Removal
As pigeon waste usually contains health risks through its
injurious diseases or flea content, AAA pre-treats the
pigeon waste to reduce the risks before removal, and then
treats the cleared area for further health risk reduction.


